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Introduction 
This is a battle report based upon a game between two of our play-testers, Billy Harrington 
and Sean Bisset-Powell, refereed by the inimitable Charles Murton. 

The record of the game itself was made by Billy, with notes by myself to add clarity. Charles 
created the scenario and the buntai listings. 

For those not familiar with Japanese myth and legend here is a short glossary of some of the 
terms used: 

Bakemono A small demon SV Shooting value 
Bakemono-sho A bakemono warrior FV Fighting value 
Buntai A company of warriors Karma A figure’s saving throw 
Dai-Bakemono A bakemono leader Ki A figure’s inner energy 
Gakusho A priest Bushi Samurai or Ronin warrior 
Mujina A faceless horror Ashigaru Peasant soldier 
Oni A large, powerful demon   
Shugenja A magic user   

 

Scenario – The Sacrifice 
Ever eager to find or make breaches from the demon realms into the world of men, the oni 
have a plan.  If they can desecrate a certain small Buddhist shrine they can weaken the walls 
between the worlds for a while and more of their kind can come through.  To do this, they 
need to spill the blood of a human on the statue of the Buddha in a ritual which will take two 
full turns to complete.  The blood used can come from a dead body but the body itself must 
be present for the ritual.  Any human taken out of the game or knocked down can be carried 
by any of the Oni buntai. 

The Shrine is a Sacred Place – no Magical Powers will work within the fenced area and any 
that are in effect will be subject to a Break Enchantment upon entering the area.  Ki Powers 
will work as normal.   

The Shrine also has a caretaker – a gakusho hermit.  He will not fight to defend the shrine 
but is well protected by it in return for his vow of non-violence. 

The Oni’s plan is known to the Shogun’s agent, Mamatu Zaemon.  He has hastily assembled a 
small force to thwart them.  His task is to deliver a sacred Buddhist text to the gakusho and 
then guard him for the two turns it will take him to perform the ritual described in the text.  
This will seal the potential breach between the worlds forever. 
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The Oni Buntai  [313 points] 

 
Repurposing some old fantasy figures to stand in for the demonic horde. 

Sean has chosen to field a custom force combining figures from the Oni and Bakemono 
buntai and a Mujina from the Legendary Bestiary. As with IHMN we encourage players to 
experiment and use their own themed forces. A demonic raiding party led by Oni and 
including such other demons is quite plausible. 

Note: Waki, the Oni Lord, has chosen to field a pretty savage force. Oni beasts are almost 
mindless but very dangerous in close combat. The addition of a Mujina to stiffen the lesser 
demons, the bakemono, is an interesting choice and one the humans may not have been 
expecting. 

Waki – Oni Lord  [87pts] 
Karma 2+, SV +0, FV +4, Speed +2 
Skills; Leadership +2, Born of Fire, Fearless, 
Terrifying 
Ki: 3.  Powers: Heroic Leap, Second Chance. 
Magical Powers (Karma roll to cast):  Lesser 
Curse (6”), Darts of Fire (9”) 
Tough hide = Armour 10, 12 when Fighting 
Shooting: Darts of Fire 9” +0 fire attack 
Fighting:  nodachi +8/-2, talons +5/-1 

Ek – Oni Beast  [60pts] 
Karma 3+, SV +0, FV +4, Speed +2 
Skills; Berserker, Born of Metal, Terrifying 
Tough hide = Armour 10, 12 when Fighting 
Fighting:  talons +8/-2 

Uk – Oni Beast  [60pts] 
Karma 3+, SV +0, FV +4, Speed +2 
Skills; Berserker, Born of Earth, Terrifying 

Tough hide = Armour 10, 12 when Fighting 
Fighting:  talons +8/-2 

Jaiden Akacha – Dai-bakemono  [28pts] 
Karma 5+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +0 
Skills; Leadership +1, Stealth 
Light armour & helmet = Armour 9 
Shooting: han-kyu 12” +4/-1 
Fighting:  wakizashi +4/-1 

Jaiden Barek – Bakemono-sho  [9pts] 
Karma 6+, SV +1, FV +1, Speed +0 
Light armour = Armour 8 
Fighting:  wakizashi +3/-1 

Jaiden Chaka – Bakemono-sho  [9pts] 
Karma 6+, SV +1, FV +1, Speed +0 
Light armour = Armour 8 
Fighting:  wakizashi +3/-1 
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Jaiden Doka – Bakemono-sho  [11pts] 
Karma 6+, SV +1, FV +1, Speed +0 
Light armour = Armour 8 
Shooting: yari-nage 9” +3/-1 
Fighting:  yari-nage +3/-1 

Jaiden Eoka – Bakemono-sho  [11pts] 
Karma 6+, SV +1, FV +1, Speed +0 
Light armour = Armour 8 
Shooting: yari-nage 9” +3/-1 
Fighting:  yari-nage +3/-1 

 
 

(no name) – Mujina  [28pts] 
Karma 4+, SV +1, FV +1, Speed +0 
Skills; Beneath Notice, Terrifying 
Magical Powers (Karma roll to cast): Break 
Enchantment (12”), Darts of Water (9”), 
Sword of Earth 
No armour = Armour 7 
Shooting:  Darts of Water 9” +1/0  (target 
Knocked Down for rest of this turn, auto-
recover next) 
Fighting:  Sword of Earth +3/-1  (Knock Down 
effect) 

 

The Troubleshooters  [316 points] 

These are the Shogun's trusted men whom he sends on special missions. In the book only the 
leading characters are named but both Billy and Sean have given names to all their figures as this 
adds to the narrative feel of the game and is more fun. 

Billy has chosen to field a Hero of Nippon as part of his buntai (company), Benkei, the half-oni 
monk. Any buntai can take a single one of the dozen listed Heroes if they wish. These Heroes are 
expensive but may bring skills or an edge to the buntai that they lack. 

 

 
The figure on the left is Benkei, sculpted for us by our friend Duncan Louca. 

 

Note: Human figures in Daishō come from one of three social classes Samurai, Ronin and Heimin. 
There is a fourth class, the Eta or untouchables, but these are not included. A bushi is a samurai or 
ronin warrior and an ashigaru is a peasant soldier. 

Mamatu Zaemon – Samurai Bushi  [88pts] 
Karma 2+, SV +3, FV +3, Speed +1 
Skills; Leadership +3, Fearless, 
Inspirational, Lightning Reflexes (fighting) 

Ki: 4.  Ki Powers: Heroic Leap, Second 
Chance, Whirlwind Attack 
Medium armour = Armour 11, 12 in 
combat 
Fighting:  katana +6/-1, wakizashi +5/-1 
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Benkei – Hero  [74pts] 
Karma 3+, SV +2, FV +4, Speed +1 
Skills; Born of Fire, Face Many Foes, 
Fearless, Tough 
Ki: 3.  Ki Powers: Rapid Recovery, Second 
Chance, Whirlwind Attack 
Light armour = Armour 8, 9 in combat 
Shooting: dai-kyu 16” +5/-1 
Fighting:  naginata +8/-2 

Arechi Sosuke – Ronin Shugenja (female)  
[47pts] 
Karma 3+, SV +3, FV +2, Speed +0 
Skills; Rhetoric 
Ki: 1.  Ki Powers: Second Chance 
Magical Powers (Karma roll to cast): Lesser 
Blessing (6”), Darts of Fire (9”), Break 
Enchantment (12”), Ward of Fire (touch) 
No armour = Armour 7 (8 with Rhetoric) 
Shooting: Darts of Fire 9” +3/0 fire attack 
Fighting:  tanto +3/-1 

Ojoro – Heimin Ashigaru  [47pts] 
Karma 4+, SV +2, FV +3, Speed +0 
Skills; Leadership +1, Disarm, Tough 
Ki: 2.  Ki Powers: Rapid Recovery, Second 
Chance 
Light armour = Armour 9 
Fighting:  naginata +7/-2, wakizashi +5/-1 

Fujima Aronso – Samurai Bushi  [34pts] 
Karma 4+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +0 
Light armour & kabuto = Armour 10 
Shooting: dai-kyu 16”, +5/-1 
Fighting:  katana +5/-1, wakizashi +4/-1 

Harigara – Heimin Ashigaru  [26pts] 
Karma 5+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +0 
Light armour & jingasa = Armour 9 
Shooting: teppô 20”, +5/-2  (full turn to 
reload) 
Fighting:  tanto +3/-1

 

The Game 
Winning the initiative on the first turn the Oni start first and both the Oni and the Humans 
slowly move up the road to each side of the shrine, by turn three they’re at the threshold. 

 
The game is afoot! 

In turn four the Oni cross the threshold of the sacred place. Benkei moves into the trees to 
the right get a flanking position. Arechi, who is a shugenja (a magic user) casts Lesser 
Blessing on Harigara who shoots at a Bakemono and misses despite the blessing.  
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Note: Lesser Blessing allows a figure to roll two dice and take the best. However, it only lasts 
until it has made the difference between success and failure.  

Ek, the oni beast, charges through terrain into combat with Benkei. Arechi again casts Lesser 
Blessing, this time on Fujima. A Bakemono shoots at and misses Fujima who returns fire and 
knocks the Bakemono to the ground missing out on a kill. 

Note: when you are hit you must make a Karma roll to survive. If you roll exactly what you 
need you are instead knocked down and winded. 

Ek Misses Benkei. Benkei returns the favour with a solid strike and Ek has to burn a ki point 
for a second chance to stay in the game, both have underestimated the other and are now 
more wary of the combat. It helps that Ek has the Forged by Mountains skill and is immune 
to the Karma penalty of the Naginata. 

Note: Some figures can focus their Ki to produce special effects. This is represented by ki 
points which are spent and can only be recovered by defeating your enemies. The Second 
Chance ki power allows for a reroll of a die. In this case Ek rerolled his Karma die and 
survived. 

Note: Some weapons and other attacks are so dangerous that they apply a penalty to the 
victim's Karma roll. The Naginata applies a penalty of -2, which is pretty nasty. It is lucky that 
Ek has the skill Forged by Mountains, which allows it to ignore this penalty or it would be 
demon sushi.  

 
The two sides advance to contact. 

Ojuru charges from cover and engages a Bakemono next to the one knocked down by 
Fujima's arrow. The remaining Oni storm through the other forest and it becomes a hand to 
hand blood bath. 

Arechi casts Darts of Fire at Waki the Oni lord but watches as the darts harmlessly fizzle out 
as they get close due to his Forged by Fire trait. He was born in the pits of hell and bathes in 
magma - go figure. 
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Ojuru slays the Bakemono outright (first blood to Billy). Bakemono Akacha runs from the 
forest and, whilst on the run, shoots Harigara through the throat dropping the only firearm 
wielding figure on the board. Uk charges into Fujima. 

Note: shooting someone while on the move is impressive as this imposes a serious penalty. 

Benkei runs his Naginata clean through Ek in a single swipe and, with no Ki points left to use 
second chance, Ek dies at his feet. Uk fails to hit Fujima who wisely tries but fails to 
disengage from combat. 

Note: to disengage from combat requires a successful Karma roll. 

 
The hero Benkei slays a terrible beast. 

Zaemon easily dispatches the Bakemono that engaged him from the forest and is left a few 
feet from Waki. A lord on lord battle is about to go down. 

Ojuru is knocked down and expends a Ki point to get a Second Chance to stay on his feet. He 
then slays the standing Bakemono. Ignoring the downed one he steps over it to engage the 
Nameless Mujina. 

Zaemon charges Waki as Benkei comes out of the forest to help Fujima battle Uk. Arechi 
moves Fujima’s body away from the shrine to stop the Oni using him as their human 
sacrifice. 

Bakemono Akacha lines up an easy, unmodified shot at Arechi and fumbles the shot 
snapping his bow string. 

Note: if you roll an unmodified one with a shooting or fighting die you may have fumbled. 
You must roll a second die and if it is again a one the weapon is unusable for the rest of the 
game. 

 
The shrine is infested with demons who must be driven back or all is lost! 
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Benkei hits Uk but fails to wound him. On his turn Sean, using sound tactics, has Uk take out 
Fujima before he too can attack him. Fujima takes a dirt nap. 

Note: this is the beauty of the alternating activation system in IHMN and Daishō. You can 
choose to use your figures in any order you wish. So Uk, faced by two foes, dispatches the 
weaker one before he even gets a chance to strike. 

Zaemon gets a swift hit into Waki and would have dropped him but Waki expends Ki and 
uses Second Chance to stay in the fight. 

The downed Bakemono manages to get back up and engages Ojuru, who was left in the 
open after the Mujina successfully disengaged from combat and ran away from him. Ojuru 
swiftly dispatches the Bakemono showing the effectiveness of the Naginata and its Karma 
Penalty. 

Ojuru then pursues the Mujina into the forest, but he fails his terrifying Karma roll and stops 
dead in his tracks. 

Note: Mujina have the Terrifying skill. If you want to move into contact with a terrifying 
enemy you must make a successful Karma roll to do. Similarly if a terrifying enemy charges 
you, you must make a successful Karma roll to stand your ground. 

 
The battle is in full swing and men begin to die. 

Arechi casts Darts of Fire into combat targeting Uk but the sacred place stops the spell's 
effect (failed Karma roll). Uk tears through Benkei’s armour critically wounding him. He 
expends his Ki and gets a Second Chance but his karma fails him (he rolled a 1). 

Uk, having slain Fujima and Benkei, charges Arechi. 

 
A hero falls to the savage beast! 
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Zaemon now in combat with Waki and a Bakemono expends his last Ki point to activate his 
Whirlwind Attack power, risking not being able to use Second Chance later in the combat. He 
hits and wounds both of them, but Karma is on their side at this point. 

Note: Whirlwind Attack is a Ki power that allows you to attack every enemy figure in base 
contact at full effect. 

Waki goes for an overhead strike on Zaemon and snaps his Nodachi on his head (double 1 
fumble) drastically changing the course of battle. Ojuru charges in and takes out another 
Bakemono. 

Arechi casts Darts of Fire at Uk but forgets the spell (another double 1 fumble). 

Waki curses Zaemon who despite this knocks him back to the ground and takes out the 
supporting Bakemono. Waki uses another Ki point to stay in the fight.  

Note: the Curse magical power makes your enemy roll two dice and take the worst. 

 
Death stalks the battlefield… 

Zaemon's Inspirational presence is keeping Arechi alive at this point but Uk is a formidable 
opponent. It doesn’t look good for Arechi who expends Ki for a Second Chance. 

Arechi tries and fails to leave combat so casts Lesser Blessing on herself to increase her 
chances. The Mujina casts Darts of Water at Ojuru but fails to kill him although it does freeze 
him for a turn. 

Arechi flips on her hands turns and sticks her tanto (dagger) clean through Uk's chin, before 
flipping over his falling body thanks to the blessing. 

Arechi then tries to break the curse on Zaemon using Break Enchantment but hits Waki 
instead to no effect.  

Note: firing anything into combat, even a spell, is a random act and this time Arechi missed 
her target. 

Waki uses darts of Fire on Ojuru, who’s joined the combat, and knocks his burning body to 
the ground, he’s still alive though. 

Waki tries to stamp on Ojuru and swipe out at Zaemon but misses both, his split attack 
reducing his chances.  
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Arechi closes on the Mujina who tries to cast Darts of Fire at her but misses. Arechi blesses 
herself again having seen its success and Waki tries to cast Darts of Fire at Zaemon but 
misses.  

Ojuru gets up and puts the fire out, whilst the Mujina casts Sword of Earth on Arechi who is 
knocked down but survives. The Mujina takes the body of Fujima and runs towards the 
Shrine, determined to open the portal. 

Zaemon and Waki continue to trade blows to no effect, Ojuru intercepts the Mujina whilst 
Arechi attempts to cast Ward of Fire on Zaemon but again hits Waki to no effect. 

Seeing his chance Waki tries to cast Darts of Fire at Zaemon but misses. The Mujina breaks 
from combat and gets Fujima's body to the shrine but Arechi gets in the way before any 
blood is spilt. 

 
The might Oni Lord falls to Mamatu Zaemon’s keen blade. 

Waki tries again to cast Darts of Fire on Zaemon and again misses before Zaemon slices his 
leg off. With no Ki points left he cannot use Second Chance and he’s out. 

Arechi having discovered what the Tanto is for uses it to cut the Mujina a new eyehole and 
stops the Oni from opening the Portal. 

 
The victors – Billy’s brave Troubleshooters! 
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Epilogue 
This was a fantastic and deadly encounter using the full width of the Daishō rules.  

It is worth noting that you can play all your games at this level or choose not to use magical 
powers, legendary buntai and monsters or even the heroic ki powers that made such a 
difference here. 

Billy, being the more experienced player, triumphed in the end, but at a terrible cost. Sean, 
the new boy, held his own right up until the end, taking the soul of the hero Benkei back to 
hell with him. 

If this was a campaign game we would make a karma roll for each dead combatant to see if 
they were just wounded and could come back for the next game. 

Thanks must go to the players, and to Charles who oversaw the slaughter. 


